
KAURI TREE HUT

Print this handy info sheet and use the Google Maps  
directions for your travel to Kauri Tree Hut. 

ADDRESS 

364 Tara Road, Mangawhai 0573 (look for the yellow letterbox)

DIRECTIONS

Kauri Tree Hut is situated on Tara Road, approximately four minutes from Mangawhai. 364 Tara Road is 
on your right-hand side (look out for the yellow letterbox). Note that this is a shared driveway. 

Drive down the gravel road until you see a closed gate on your left marked with a Canopy Camping sign 
(there will be a pond on your right-hand side). Open the gate and continue driving up the drive and into 
the bush. The driveway is a steep and windy gravel drive - about 500 metres long. It is suitable for two 
wheel cars, however if you have a particularly low car or you feel uncomfortable about driving all the way 
to the hut, feel free to park at the creek and walk the remaining 250 metres up the hill.

The treehut is located on your right-hand side and there is a parking spot on your left side, marked with 
another Canopy Camping sign. Note that if you arrive in the evening, we’d advise bringing a torch to 
make entry into the hut easier.

ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS

There is a lock-box mounted at the top of the stairs on your right-hand side. The code will be sent to you 
in your pre-arrival email sent approximately a week prior to your stay. There is a key for each of the 3 
huts (bedroom/lounge, kitchen, bathroom). The switch for the outside lights is located externally beside 
the bedroom/lounge hut. 

HOST PHONE NUMBER 

If for some reason, you need to get in touch with the owners, please phone Ryan on 021 165 2424.

CHECK IN & OUT

Check in – after 2.30pm
Check out – before 10.30am

www.canopycamping.co.nz


